Use of Intraoperative Computed Tomography for Revisional Procedures in Patients with Complex Maxillofacial Trauma
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Zygomaticomaxillary complex (ZMC) fractures are extremely common in patients with facial trauma, due to the prominent position of the zygoma on the face.\textsuperscript{1–3} Displaced ZMC fractures often require prompt surgical reduction at all articulation points to restore facial symmetry and prevent the development of enophthalmos.\textsuperscript{4} However, in some cases, posttraumatic swelling or the severe distortion of anatomic landmarks in patients with multiple facial fractures can adversely affect the intraoperative assessment of the operating surgeon, resulting in non-anatomic reduction and subsequent need for more challenging revisional procedures.

Intraoperative C-arm cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) imaging has been evaluated as an aid to improve the accuracy of ZMC fracture repair in multiple studies.\textsuperscript{5–9} However, intraoperative CBCT scan is not without risks, however, including: radiation exposure, increased operative time, and increased costs. To mitigate these challenges, we propose reserving the use of intraoperative CBCT scan to aid in the reduction of complex or secondary ZMC repositioning after a failure of conventional techniques rather than for all cases as suggested by others.\textsuperscript{5–9} We have successfully used it in 3 patients with distorted anatomical landmarks and ZMC malpositioning after
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initial attempt of surgical repair. A representative case is described below.

INDEX CASE

A 20-year-old woman was referred to our institution 1 year after initial repair of severe panfacial fractures secondary to a motor vehicle accident at an outside facility. Her complaints on presentation included telecanthus, enophthalmos, and facial widening, sequela of incomplete reduction of her right ZMC (Fig. 1). Using conventional techniques, zygomatic repositioning was attempted at our institution to correct these deformities and restore facial symmetry. Given the time since her original trauma, and scarring from previous surgery, zygoma osteotomies were required and mobilization was challenging. Even though she demonstrated significant clinical improvement once her postoperative swelling decreased, she was noted to still have an incompletely reduced right ZMC on postoperative imaging (Fig. 2). This was attributed to the case difficulty, loss of her original anatomic landmarks from severe initial injuries, and prior surgical interventions. A second repositioning procedure was attempted, but this time with the use of intraoperative CT scan.

An initial scan was taken at the beginning of the procedure (Fig. 3). The transverse and vertical dimensions of the orbit as well as the volume were assessed in real time, with comparison between the right and the left. Exposure was obtained through prior incisions and prior hardware was removed. Again osteotomies were performed to allow for mobilization of the zygoma. Based on the intraoperative comparison of her orbital measurements, additional osteotomies were performed to shrink the zygoma, compressing the orbital volume upon medial translation of the bone. The zygoma was held in reduction and plated. The incisions were closed in a standard fashion. A 2-week postoperative CT scan confirmed the correct positioning of the ZMC (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

Operative fractures of the zygoma are found in a large subset of patients with facial trauma. A study by van den Bergh et al demonstrated that up to 5.5% of patients required a second procedure for ZMC repositioning within 4 weeks of initial repair due to inadequate reduction. In patients with panfacial fractures or ZMC malpositioning after initial repair, the key-fit of the bony fractures is lost and the zygomaticofrontal sutures, orbital rim, and lateral buttress of the maxilla are used as landmarks for accurate repair. Even with the best efforts, the posterior rotational component of ZMC can result in inaccurate approximation. The use of intraoperative imaging allows for immediate repositioning during the initial procedure if needed, thereby preventing a potential reoperation. Among the available modalities, C-arm...
fluoroscopy is most commonly available but is unable to assess the orbital floor.\textsuperscript{11} The orbital floor can be assessed with ultrasonography but with less accuracy than CT scans.\textsuperscript{12,13} Additionally, the maxillozygomatic and sphenozygomatic articulations are difficult to assess with both fluoroscopy and ultrasonography.\textsuperscript{11} Overall, all articulation points of the zygoma, the zygomatic arch contour, and the orbital floor are most accurately assessed with CT scan. Intraoperative spiral CT has been described for ZMC fractures, but practical limitations such as the weight and the size of the equipment significantly restrict its usage.\textsuperscript{7,8} Instead, CBCT scanners, with a size similar to a traditional C-arm, have been found to be comparable to spiral CT in terms of accuracy with the advantage of low radiation exposure.\textsuperscript{5,6}

However, there are significant limitations to the use of routine intraoperative imaging in patients undergoing facial fracture repair: cost of use, exposure of patients to unnecessary radiation (especially pertinent in the population of younger adults who represent the majority of patients with these fractures), and additional time spent in the operating room. One large study, evaluating intraoperative CBCT, reported an additional 15 minutes per case on average, with some of the more inexperienced surgeons reporting an additional 30 minutes per scan.\textsuperscript{14} Clearly, the cumulative cost of the extra time in the operating room and the extra exposure to anesthesia could become prohibitive if multiple scans are needed for a given procedure. This fact is confirmed in our own experience: our first procedure on the index patient without the use of intraoperative imaging required less time in the operating room than the second procedure, in which the CBCT scanner was used.

To mitigate the challenges associated with intraoperative imaging, the use of intraoperative CBCT scan should be reserved as a tool only to aid in the reduction of complex or secondary ZMC repositioning after a failure of conventional techniques rather than for all cases. In the case of the patient presented above, by the time of her most recent operation, her anatomic landmarks were completely lost in the setting of 2 previous surgical procedures. Despite our best efforts, her postoperative CT scan demonstrated an incomplete reduction of her zygoma after our first attempt for repair. With the usage of intraoperative CT scan, we were able to definitively correct her deformities, which potentially would have otherwise proven impossible.

**CONCLUSION**

Although the use of intraoperative CT scan might improve the accuracy of ZMC positioning and
decrease the chances of potential additional surgeries, concerns over cost, additional OR time, and often unnecessary radiation exposure should limit its usage to patients with distorted anatomic landmarks from panfacial fractures and those undergoing revisional repairs.
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